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About This Game

Story

The sky over Majula is turning black, the ground is starting to decay, and monsters are returning to the world, forcing a group of
retired heroes to band together once more. Their task: find the source of the decay and the monsters and put a stop to it before

their home is destroyed and the ground beneath them rots away to nothing.

Gameplay

Majula Frontier is a challenging fantasy RPG with turn-based combat, town management, character customization, crafting and
light dungeon crawling.

For each mission, you take 4 characters (out of the 20 available) into a dungeon and fight monsters. The goal of each mission is
usually to kill a certain number of monsters, rescue missing people, or defeat a powerful boss monster.

All skills are divided into different categories depending on their functionality. The last skill a character or monster uses is held
in their memory until they use another skill. Skills can gain or lose different bonuses depending on the type of skill held in the
target’s memory. Some skills might gain a damage boost, or they might apply an extra ailment, or a single target skill might hit

all enemies, and more.
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For resources, Majula Frontier uses stamina. Stamina starts at 0, and whenever a character uses a skill or is hit by an enemy
skill, their stamina increases. As their stamina reaches certain thresholds, their damage decreases, the damage they receive

increases, and their chance of resisting a fatal hit decreases. There are very few ways to recover stamina during a mission, so in
order to survive it’s critical that you optimize your skill usage.

“Deaths” are punishing. If a character runs out of health, there’s a good chance they’ll quit the mission and return to town to rest,
leaving you to continue on with one less party member.

In addition to missions, the Town of Majula has several areas that need to be rebuilt. Once they’ve been rebuilt, each area will
produce a steady supply of resources that will help you complete missions. Injured, tired and idle characters can be assigned to

work at the various areas around town, where they'll earn experience and learn important secondary skills.

Each character has four unique skills that can be leveled up. They also have two empty skill slots. These slots can be filled by
finding weapons in dungeons, all of which grant a skill when equipped as well as a random stat bonus, or by crafting weapons

using raw materials.

There are 16 main bosses to defeat. A single play through of Majula Frontier lasts 30+ hours.
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Title: Majula Frontier
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
EF Universe Games LLC
Publisher:
EF Universe Games LLC
Franchise:
Ellen's Friends
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit (SP1)

Processor: 2.4 GHz AMD/Intel processor or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1080p, 16:9 recommended

English
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Bad game, bad graphics, you need to pay to get things. I tried this game to play with my friend (PS4) and we started joking
around about how terrible the game looked. I don't recommend. Well, what's there to say... It's a third person/top down shooter
with an interesting weapon system and quite a level variety. The unlock system sucks though. Finding tons of weapon I can't use
in the first level already sucks. You know, the weapon pickups are there in the world but you have to unlock the ability to pick
up that specific weapon. But apart of that, it has great gunplay, great variety and your protagonist being a ball makes for some
interesting dexterity tests.. I went into this looking for some mindless, low energy entertainment. What I found was all the
tedium of old school "Rub every item in your inventory against every other thing in your inventory" without any real payoff. All
the "build the world" part seems to be is just "add another graphic to the globe."

And this thing is awful fond of white flashes and swooshing things about in annoying ways so it's not even very pleasing visually.

Utterly dull, somewhat frustrating and all together just... not worth it.. I feel like this is the closest game to Fzero that I have
played. Most futuristic racing games recently imo feel more akin to Wipeout than Fzero such as Redout and Fast Racing Neo. I
think the easiest way to describe the differences is that games like wipeout feel like piolting a really fast boat, while Fzero feels
like piolting a fighter jet on a 2D plane.

At the time of writing it looks like it has Single races vs ai, Time attack, split screen, and a track editor with functionality to
share user made tracks with others online. I am looking forward to how this game progresses in the future. Not a complete
package yet missing a more indepth single player, and online modes, but I am still happy with the $11 price tag.

. Hardware: Windows 8.1 with AMD 7970. Ran well.

I recommend you read the earliest reviews for a good overview of what the game is like.

Gameplay involves skulking around a small South American village at night with your camera, taking pictures.The atmosphere
of the town and its strangely creepy residents reminded me of an old Cyberflix classic, DUST: A Tale of the Wired West,
though it doesn't have nearly as much content. Still, I enjoyed the skulking.

Worth a couple of bucks for the somewhat unusual experience, though you should be tolerant of walking simulators.. vote for
GoTY, now!. If you're a fan of the classical point-and-click adventure games like Broken Swords, the Longest Journey or Secret
Files then this is a game for you.
This game will give you around 10 hours of entertainment.

Bear in mind that it does have a LOT of stereotypes for the point-and-click adventure genre. Almost by the book with
everything. So don't expect anything new.

But I'd still say it's most definitly worth your time and money.
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The story is amazing and the puzzles aren't too hard or too easy. And one of the greatest thing with this game is that you can
always see what is clickable and don't have to search pixel by pixel to find interactible items.. Armada 2526, is a fairly old
game. There's alot of the UI where that shows, such as ending turns in multiplayer games, ending your turn completely and
being unable to act.

Unit diversity could be a touch better as well in early game.

That all aside, the game is deep...shockingly deep. There is a whole lot to fiddle with, and experiment here, from varying techs,
planet and star system setups, even setting up migrations of population from one star system to another. Somewhere in the 50th
turn I realized I was completely hooked, and my fledling 9 world empire (this is TINY compared to the total number of stars
available, even in a "medium" sized map.) was just now barley starting to come out of the red and into the black.

The sheer distance between stars, also makes you feel the sheer vastness of your empire, even when you have 9 inhabited
systems (you end up with far far far more) it takes a very long time to get to your new planets. In early game, when your
colonizable planets are far flung, you are gambling. it's inevitable really. Do you go so far out that reinforcements will be a
LONG time in coming? Or do you take the risk for higher inhabited worlds to come up quicker, and be self sufficient before
another empire decides to take them?

There is depth in a great many facets of the game on initial impression, and the sheer scale involved is daunting. Highly
recommend, especially as this game is more often than not onsale, 50 to 75 percent off.. MEEEHH......
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A great game for low-end PC. It requires a low amount of space, ram, etc... I would recommend it to AQWorlds players or 2D
browser game players. I wouldn't say it's a game for me but overall, you're gonna have fun.. This game has recently exploited my
nostagia for money, but damn was it worth it. I knew this game would have kickass awesome music because Drozerix made it!

If you liked Super Hexagon or Celeste because of their music, you MUST BUY THIS GAME!

And support Drozerix on Bandcamp!

Ah, by the way, the game's mechanics are totally fine, I enjoyed playing it to the end. There are versatile mechanics and stuff,
good platformer. Many bosses and stuff.

I do admit I beat normal mode in 3 hours, but that's reasonable for 0.79 EUR, don't you think?

-----

Can I buy the OST on Bandcamp?. Best choose in fight with depression. So casual.. It's got potential. If only we could do
something about the shotguns one-shotting Zombies, it would be a wonderful game.

I like the fact that clearly, the missions are meant to have some challenge to them; sacrificing individuals to kill stronger
enemies, luring enemies out, using the arch-types effectively is a MUST.
I also like the fact that the arch-types reanimate their foes, it's nice to know that when my Speed Zombie is cutting a swath of
death through SWAT soldiers, it's fallen prey will revive and help continue the fight.
I /LOVE/ the fact that the Humans retain their appearance they had when alive, as Zombies, rather than relying on a single
model.

However, I have a few problems with the game:

AI: I dislike how the Zombies act like foolhardy lemmings and just all charge a nearby enemy without me saying so, it's a pain
in the♥♥♥♥♥to try and keep them from rushing out of cover and being mowed down accordingly, it's also a pain to get a large
group through a door in a timely manner.

Weapon Balancing: Shotguns are more powerful at range than Assault Rifles. WAT. I'd understand if it's like, a one-hit up
close, but the range of shotguns is just annoying as all hell.

But, overall, it is a game with potential, and while it has problems, it's considerabley better than most other Indy strategy games,
and I look foward to tracking this as it updates accordingly.. Initial review which will be updated after more playtime (but in the
meantime, this game needs to be seen by more people!):

This game is great. It's one of those puzzle games where you got to get your little guy to some end goal by building a track with
various properties. What's great about this in VR is you can really get a feel for the 3D configuration that you're building and
can watch from wherever you want.

I look forward to playing around with this one some more!

Game update 1.00.01:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.01. This version includes:

-A "Faster Text" option in the settings menu. Enabling this will cause all text to appear much faster (previously you had to hold
down the space bar to enable faster text).
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-The "Faster Combat" option now speeds up the new turn indicator and the enemy skill indicator.

If you experience in issues inside the game, please email Support@EFUniverseGames.com or post in the game's steam forum
right away.. Bonus Music:
The soundtrack DLC now contains an extra song. It's titled "EF Universe Reclaiming the World Main Theme". This new song
was composed by Dale North, who handled the majority of Majula Frontier's soundtrack.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/815640/Majula_Frontier_Soundtrack/. Game update 1.00.02:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.02. This version includes:

 A fix related to the enhance menu

 A fix related to schematics and the inventory

 A fix related to randomness

If you experience any issues, please contact Support@EFUniverseGames.com or make a post in the forums.. Majula Frontier
is released!:
I hope you will play it and have fun.. Technical Update:
Majula Frontier initially used a 32 bit executable, but that seemed to be causing technical issues for a few users, so from now on
the game will use a 64 bit executable.
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